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(a),(b)&c(c) for increasing effective
dispersion values.




















(a) without quintic nonlinearity
(b) with quintic nonlinearity
Dotted points correspond numerical results
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Abstract: Adopting variational approach the effect of defocusing quintic nonlinearity on
pulse width is examined with numerical verification. Novel parametric effect of dispersion on
minimum critical width of solitons and its bistable regime is predicted analytically
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In double doped glass having non-Kerr type nonlinearity with refractive index profile 2420 InInnn ++=  may
support two states of soliton with same pulse width but at different energies provided the condition 042 <nn  is
satisfied [1]. The parametric effect of the effective dispersion on determining the regime of bistability and the
minimum critical width of solitons is predicted. We initiate the problem with the dynamic NLCQSE considering the

























¶  .                                                                      (1)
   The reduced Lagrangian L, can be constructed with a suitable Gaussian ansatz as given by,
















f                                                        (2)
 where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )zCzTzzza ,,,, Wf and ( )zt  correspond to the amplitude, phase, frequency shift from carrier frequency,
temporal position, chirp and temporal width of the  pulse respectively- as follows,

























































  .      (3)
                    Euler-Lagrangian prescription can be utilized to predict the normalized pulse width (y) evolution as,



























































zy                                 (4)
                                                                     (I)                                                                                                               (II)
                        Fig 1: Plot (I) Effect of the defocusing nature of 4n on pulse width. Plot (II) Parametric nature of effective dispersion on bistability.







 a critical pulse width ( )criticaly of
bistable solitons may be obtained and it is predicted that the condition of stable solution can be achieved
when ( )gbb 032 W+ = 0>gbeff   is satisfied in the anomalous dispersion domain .
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